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Structurlam is committed to promoting a 
clean environment and minimizing our 
environmental footprint.  We apply this 
philosophy to both our products and our 
manufacturing processes.  Under FSC 
certification, fibre from certified forests is 
tracked all the way to the consumer 
through the chain of custody certification 
system.  FSC certification is voluntary and 
Structurlam is proud to have achieved 
FSC status. 

Printed in Canada.



1. 3D modelling software linked to     
         5-axis robotic CNC technology ensures  
 accuracy.
2.   Premium Douglas-fir, SPF, and   
 Yellow Cedar fibre from certified   
 sustainably managed forests.
3.   White glue creates aesthetically   
 pleasing beams with invisible   
 lamination lines.
4.   Complete packages include    
 framed glulam and test fitted steel   
 connectors making projects easy   
 to assemble and install.
5.   Engineers and technical support   
 provide professional design    
 expertise.
6.   Choice of finish to provide the   
 look you want; classic smooth to   
 rustic finish.
7.  Factory applied coatings to    
 ensure optimal protection,    
 durability and wood appearance.   
8. Professional installation team   
 available. 

The STRUCTURLAM advantage:        For over 50 years, Structurlam has 
led the way in the heavy timber industry.  
As the premier manufacturer of glulam, 
parallam, and cross laminated timber, we 
operate from two state-of-the-art facilities.  
Only the finest materials are used and we 
offer a variety of finishes.  The result is high 
performance heavy timber structures that are 
cost effective and aesthetically stunning.  

As the heavy timber industry has evolved,       
Structurlam has pioneered the use of 
cutting-edge technology and systems to bring 
your project from concept to reality.  

By collaborating with Structurlam, you are 
assured of engineering expertise and design 
efficiency that reduces time and cost on site.  
No job is too simple or too complex. 
Structurlam will fabricate whatever you 
envision. Be creative.  

Glulam  .  Crosslam  CLT  .  Parallam 

Cross laminated timber (CLT) is an innovative building 
system developed in Europe.  Made with precision-
planed 2x6 dimension lumber, layers are stacked at 90 
degrees to the layer below.  CLT panels can be used for 
floors, ceilings, or walls. At Structurlam we manufacture 
a line of cross laminated timber called CrossLam  CLT. 
CrossLam  CLT panels come with 3, 5, 7, or 9 layer 
configurations and can be up to 10’ wide by 40’ long.  

CrossLam  CLT is versatile and integrates well with other 
construction materials.  Its sophisticated European style 
makes it suitable for exposed applications.  CrossLam  

CLT is the choice for schools, health care facilities, 
commercial buildings, and multi-family housing.  

educational        cultural     commercial      public        recreation  +  sport        residential        industrial 

Find out more about this exciting new building product by 
downloading the design guide on our website www.structurlam.com.  

CrossLam  CLT has many features and benefits that 
other structural materials just don’t have:

Carbon sequestration ensures reduced greenhouse 
gas emissions.  Simply better for the planet. 

Precision cut in the factory means rapid install, 
no waste, and fewer skilled workers required. 

Aesthetically appealing; no additional finishing 
material required.

Spans both directions; fewer intermediate beams 
required and cantilever options.

Five times lighter than concrete makes for a lighter 
building overall.

Engineered cross laminations provide 
dimensional stability. 

Cross Laminated Timber is 
changing the way we build.
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